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30 Delicious Japanese Hot Pot RecipesThis Japanese hot pot cookbook comprises of simple
dishes which are easy to make at home. Most people have a notion that Japanese cooking is
difficult as it uses multiple ingredients but in reality, it is simple and does not take much time to
cook.Japanese hotpot recipes make a lot of use of vegetables and seafood, and their hot pot
recipes mainly focus in broiling the main ingredient with multiple others and eating the food from
the same pot.This cookbook focuses on Japanese cooking made simple. We picked out the
best hotpot dishes for you that are simple to make and won’t take much of your time. The
ingredients used are easily found so you won’t need to hunt them down. Healthy and delicious
dishes are just at the tip of your fingers. Get ready to enjoy the authenticity of Japanese recipes
in your very own kitchen.==> Buy this book today and get a big bonus cookbook collection
inside!!! <==ON SALE LIMITED TIME ONLY!!! Get FREE BONUS content with your download!
Click the Download with 1-Click Button at the top right of the screen or "Read FREE with Kindle
Unlimited" now!
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by Martha Stone IntroductionHot pot dishes are basically a mixture of many ingredients which
are cooked together in a hot pot or as the Japanese call it, the "nabe". The eating tradition is that
a number of people eat from the same pot. So if you’re not of Japanese origin and are going to
attend a Japanese dinner, keep this in mind.A wide range of ingredients and condiments are
used in Japanese hot pot recipes with one chief ingredient being boiled in the pot amongst the
rest. Vegetables and tofu are also widely used. The ingredients are usually cut in bite size pieces
so eating them is not hard. A portable burner is placed on the table, around which everybody sits
and eats the dish while it still remains warm.This Japanese Hot pot cookbook is designed to get
you started on the most famous dishes of the region. The ones we selected for you are mostly
simple and quick to make so you can master them in no time.This cookbook is what you can call
“Japanese cooking made simple”.1. SukiyakiSukiyaki is one of the most popular dishes in Japan
which falls in the hot pot category. The flavor is sweet and salty and is made with beef and
vegetables. This is also considered as one of the national dishes just like sushi.Preparation



Time: 20 MinServes: 4Ingredients:1 Tbsp. of oil4 Tbsp. of sugar2 Tbsp. of Sake4 Tbsp. of soy
sauce8 mushrooms1 lb. of thinly sliced beef1 pack of Tofu cut in 1 inch width1 pack of enoki
mushrooms1 long onions diagonally cut½ Nappa cabbage cut in 2 inch widthMethod:Heat a
large pan on medium heat and your oilSear up the beef slicesOnce they start to change a bit of
color add the soy sauce, sugar and sakeCut your tofu into smaller pieces as mentionedAdd the
remaining ingredients and let it cook for around 10-12 minutesYou can adjust the seasoning by
adding more sugar and soy sauce to your taste2. Nabeyaki UdonThis dish is a hot udon noodle
soup made with vegetables and a number of different toppings which vary from location to
location. If you enjoy eating udon soup, then this recipe has specially been mentioned for your
pleasure.Preparation Time: 60 MinServes: 2Ingredients:3 tablespoons mirin1 teaspoon of salt1
tablespoon of finely grated ginger3 cloves of garlic1/3 cups of soy sauce5 eggs20 ounces of
udon noodles1 lb. of boneless, skinless chick thighs2 leeks cut in 1-inch diagonal slices2 carrots
peeled and thinly sliced6 ounces of spinach leaves48 oz. (6 cups) of dashi which is a basic
Japanese sea stockMethod:Boil a large pot of water and then cook the spinach in it for a minute
or so. Quickly drain out the spinach and throw it in a bowl of cold water. Drain and rinse until the
spinach cools off completely. Squeeze out any remaining water and then cut into chunks of 1
inch.Now mix up the soy sauce, mirin, dashi and salt in a saucepan and stir in the ginger and
garlic. Add in the sliced up leeks and carrots and bring the mixture to boil over medium heat.Now
add the chicken and simmer slowly until the chicken is cooked.Add the noodles and top it off by
placing bundles of chopped spinach on top and let it simmer for 3-5 minutes more.Now one at a
time crack the eggs into the soup and then cover up your pot. Let it simmer for few minutes and
then turn off the heat and let the eggs get cooked in the heat and then serve.3. Shabu
ShabuThis is quite a famous hot pot dish in Japan. It is comprised of raw vegetables, thin slices
of beef or pork and tofu which are cooked in broth. The name itself has an interesting
background. The sound of slicing meat thinly with Swedish chopsticks produces this kind of
sound and hence the name shabu shabu.Preparation Time: 30 MinServes: 4Ingredients:4 large
shiitake mushrooms chopped into chunks12-15 ounces of steak/pork cut into 1/8 thin slices.2
whole cups of napa cabbage cut into small chunks2 cups of spinach leaves2 leeks cut into half
inch diagonal slicesA 12 ounce container of tofu, cut into cubes of inchesMethod:Set your
steaks strips on a large platter and then cover them with some plastic wrapper and place in
refrigerator.Set the cabbage, leeks, tofu, mushrooms and spinach on another platter and do the
same with it and place in the fridge.Now take a large pot and boil around 8 cups of water in
it.Place this pot on a table top.Place your meat in the pot and stir until cooked.You can add some
sauces on the top as per your taste.4. Okayu
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Fascinating. There are more ingredients that I have limited access to but
will definitely need to learn to find and use. These hot pots looks interesting and yummy. The
problem with a lot of them is the mushrooms. Not something I can eat. I wonder what and if there
are subs. Can I just leave them out?”

Rochelle, “Fantastic. Love this book. Makes hot pot cooking very easy. Also explains what
occasions each hot pot would be made for.”

venus, “Five Stars. i love this cookbook but i don't like the printing.”

The book by Martha Stone has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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